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inside out

Artist Katja Strunz transforms the
found fragments of her life into
sculptural landscapes on gallery walls

Artist Uwe Henneken subverts the
grand history of European painting with
symbols, allegories, and strange spirits

André Breton once said, “The wardrobe is full of laundry. Even
moonbeams are enclosed that I can display.” That’s my studio: a
place that holds plenty of materials and fragments of destruction.
The works I produce there are unfolded constructive fragments,
they are representations of these relics that fell into my present.
Katja Strunz

In this picture you see me with one of my little friends. Friends. A
simple word, isn’t it? Uttered every day to almost every person
imaginable. Who are your friends? What are they and where?
One said it’s hard to live with them and it’s much harder without.
And one who tries to live alone will not succeed in this world, not
as a human being. His heart withers if it does not answer another
heart, and his mind will shrink away and vapor, hearing only the
echoes of his own thoughts; and the vast of silence stretching
above him, around him too, will deafen him, it will close his ears.
Whatever it is that my friends are saying, it’s absolutely true and
terribly important and they say it with a sincerity one could only
wish for. If I were pressed to give them words, I’d give them these:
Here I am. It’s me. I’m here. Take heart, my friends, and think,
Who made those eyes that see, can’t he look out from yours?
Who in a world of widows pities whores and gives to countless tiny friends the heart to speak? But if they’d move from
silence to sound, with a still small voice, would the world
shudder? Would my heart stop? Or would the spring slide
through our winter? May God bless us all. Uwe Henneken
With thanks to David Tibet and Baby Dee for lending me some
of their words

